Pandemic influenza remains a serious public health threat and the processes involved in the evolutionary emergence of pandemic influenza strains remain incompletely understood. Here, we develop a stochastic model for the evolutionary emergence of pandemic influenza, and use it to address three main questions. (i) What is the minimum annual number of avian influenza virus infections required in humans to explain the historical rate of pandemic emergence? (ii) Are such avian influenza infections in humans more likely to give rise to pandemic strains if they are driven by repeated cross-species introductions, or by low-level transmission of avian influenza viruses between humans? (iii) What are the most effective interventions for reducing the probability that an influenza strain with pandemic potential will evolve? Our results suggest that if evolutionary emergence of past pandemics has occurred primarily through viral reassortment in humans, then thousands of avian influenza virus infections in humans must have occurred each year for the past 250 years. Analyses also show that if there is epidemiologically significant variation among avian influenza virus genotypes, then avian virus outbreaks stemming from repeated cross-species transmission events result in a greater likelihood of a pandemic strain evolving than those caused by low-level transmission between humans. Finally, public health interventions aimed at reducing the duration of avian virus infections in humans give the greatest reduction in the probability that a pandemic strain will evolve.
INTRODUCTION
Influenza pandemics are characterized by the worldwide spread of novel influenza strains for which most of the population lacks substantial immunity Cox & Subbarao 2000) . These pandemic strains typically cause heightened morbidity and mortality (Cox & Subbarao 2000) , and they tend to drive previous strains of the influenza virus to extinction (Cox & Subbarao 2000; Earn et al. 2002) . Anecdotal evidence suggests that there have been approximately 10 influenza pandemics during the past 250 years (Webster 1998; Reid & Taubenberger 2003) , indicating that the probability of a pandemic occurring in any given year has averaged about 4% over the past two-anda-half centuries. A more reliable estimate of the average yearly probability of a pandemic is obtained by combining this anecdotal estimate with data on inter-pandemic intervals collected from the last century (Cox & Subbarao 2000; Reid et al. 2004 ). This yields a conservative 95% support interval for the yearly pandemic probability of 0.7-7.6%, with a point estimate of 3.9% (figure 1; see also the electronic supplementary material).
There are a variety of processes that might give rise to influenza strains with pandemic potential, and evaluating the significance of each of these has attracted much research effort. Molecular analyses suggest that the two previous pandemics involved reassortment between human-adapted and avian-adapted influenza viruses Reid & Taubenberger 2003; Reid et al. 2004) . The 1957 pandemic probably involved reassortment between an avian H2N2 influenza virus and a human H1N1 influenza virus (Scholtissek et al. 1978; Kawaoka et al. 1989; Schafer et al. 1993 ) and the 1968 pandemic probably involved reassortment between an avian H3Nx influenza virus and a human H2N2 influenza virus (Scholtissek et al. 1978; Bean et al. 1992) . Even in these relatively welldocumented cases, however, the species in which reassortment took place is not known.
It was initially suggested that viral reassortment most probably takes place in pigs because avian influenza viruses typically replicate poorly in humans (Beare & Webster 1991) , whereas swine have epithelial receptors for both avian and human influenza (Ito et al. 1998) . The recent cases of H5N1 (Claas et al. 1998; Shortridge et al. 1998; Subbarao et al. 1998 ) and H9N2 (Peiris et al. 1999) avian influenza in humans, however, clearly call this belief into question, and reassortment in humans is now regarded as a distinct possibility (Palese 2004; Ferguson et al. 2005; Horimoto & Kawaoka 2005; Longini et al. 2005 ).
Mathematical models can play a useful role in clarifying the potential significance of different routes of pandemic emergence, as well as in evaluating the most effective public health interventions for reducing the probability of pandemics. In this paper, we focus on a subset of potential routes for the emergence of pandemic strains, namely the evolutionary adaptation of avian influenza viruses in humans (via reassortment and/or mutation). We develop a stochastic model for these processes and use it to address three main questions: (i) what is the minimum annual number of avian influenza virus infections in humans that is required to explain the historical rate of pandemic emergence? The answer to this question provides some guidance to the levels of avian influenza virus infection in humans that we expect to observe if pandemic strains evolve via reassortment in humans; (ii) are such avian influenza infections in humans more likely to give rise to pandemic strains if they are driven by repeated crossspecies introductions, or by low-level transmission of avian influenza viruses between humans? The answer to this question can provide some guidance to the conditions that are most likely to result in the evolution of pandemic strains; and (iii) what are the most effective public health interventions for reducing the probability that an influenza strain with pandemic potential will arise?
THE MODEL
We suppose that pandemic influenza strains arise via direct adaptation of avian influenza viruses to humans (i.e. there is no third species involved, such as swine). The generation of human-adapted strains during an avian influenza virus infection in humans might occur via two distinct processes: by reassortment between avian and human influenza viruses, or by mutation. Reassortment has received more attention in the literature, probably because the two previous pandemics have involved this process. Nevertheless, it is not yet known whether reassortment alone was sufficient to spawn these pandemics, or whether other evolutionary processes such as mutation were also required Horimoto & Kawaoka 2005; Taubenberger et al. 2005) . Furthermore, molecular analyses for the 1918 pandemic suggest that even evolution via mutation alone (and possibly recombination) might have been sufficient to generate the strain causing this pandemic Gibbs et al. 2001a Gibbs et al. ,b, 2002 Webby & Webster 2001; Fanning et al. 2002; Worobey et al. 2002; Reid & Taubenberger 2003; Reid et al. 2004; Webby et al. 2004; Horimoto & Kawaoka 2005; Oxford et al. 2005; Taubenberger et al. 2005) . Consequently, it is important to include both reassortment and mutation in the model.
First consider reassortment in humans, and imagine a focal human infected with an avian influenza virus. There is some chance that this focal person will become concurrently infected with human influenza, potentially leading to co-infection within some cells. If co-infection occurs, then there is some chance of reassortment between the human and avian influenza viruses, resulting in a novel strain with pandemic potential. Furthermore, the probability of such a reassortant strain causing a pandemic will probably depend on the genotype of the avian influenza virus with which reassortment took place.
At the same time, the avian influenza virus infecting the focal individual is also subject to mutation as it replicates. Given that the focal human represents a novel host, we might expect some of these mutations to be selectively beneficial. If any of the mutations that appear result in a sufficient increase in its reproduction number, then this mutational process alone can give rise to a pandemiccapable strain as well.
Either reassortment or adaptation via mutation must occur for a single infected human to cause a pandemic, but this individual might also transmit the original avian influenza virus to other humans (Bridges et al. 2000 (Bridges et al. , 2002 Ungchusak et al. 2005) , and these secondary infections might initiate a pandemic via the same processes. Additionally, more than one individual might acquire an avian influenza infection directly from the avian source in any given year. Furthermore, there will typically be several avian influenza virus genotypes circulating in birds, each of which might differ in their capacity to give rise to a pandemic strain once transmitted to humans ( Li et al. 2004; Lipatov et al. 2004; Webster & Hulse 2004; Wan et al. 2005) .
All the above stochastic events can be combined within a single model using a continuous-time, multi-type branching process. We define n as the expected number of cross-species transmission events per year and R 0,i as the reproduction number of an avian influenza virus of genotype i in humans prior to any evolutionary change (this implies R 0,i !1; Anderson & May 1991) . Further, once a pandemic-capable strain has arisen (i.e. a strain with a reproduction number greater than 1), it might still be lost by chance; therefore, we define P i as the probability that such a strain actually causes a pandemic (given that it arose from an avian influenza virus of genotype i ). Standard results from branching processes then show that P i Z 1K1=R Ã i , where R Ã i is the reproduction number of the pandemic-capable strain derived from avian virus genotype i.
With the above notation, an excellent approximation for the probability of a pandemic-capable strain arising and causing a pandemic in any given year is (see appendix A for Results of a Bayesian analysis for the probability of a pandemic occurring in any given year. The dashed curve indicates prior probability density of the pandemic probability based on anecdotal information. The solid curve indicates posterior probability density of the pandemic probability once data from the past century are incorporated (see electronic supplementary material The term p is the probability that a single crossspecies transmission event of avian influenza into humans will result in a pandemic-capable strain arising and causing a pandemic, averaged over all avian influenza genotypes. The quantity a i is (approximately; see below) the overall probability that a strain with pandemic potential emerges within any single avian influenza virus infection in humans. Equation (2.1a) can be intuited if we ignore genotypic variation among avian influenza viruses and suppose that a is very small, then (2.1a) can be further approximated as (Antia et al. 2003; André & Day 2005) Lz n 1KR 0 aP: ð2:1bÞ
In equation (2.1b), 1/(1KR 0 ) is the expected number of new infections generated by a single avian influenza virus infection in humans, each of which has a probability, aP, of undergoing adaptation and causing a pandemic. Given that there are n such avian influenza introductions into humans, equation (2.1b) thereby gives the (approximate) overall probability of a pandemic occurring.
The above model demonstrates that the overall probability of pandemic emergence depends only on the mean probability of an avian influenza genotype giving rise to a pandemic (over all genotypes) and not on any other aspect of the distribution of genotypes. Furthermore, there are four fundamental parameters that appear: n, R 0,i , P i and a i . The parameter a i is actually a composite parameter, which can be further broken down as a i Z(c i r i Cm i )L i , where c i is the rate of co-infection with a human influenza virus; r i is the probability that reassortment between a human and an avian influenza virus occurs and gives rise to a strain with pandemic potential (given that co-infection of a cell has already happened); m i is the rate at which mutations conferring pandemic ability arise; and L i is the expected duration of an avian influenza virus infection in humans (all specific to avian influenza genotype i ). Consequently, a i is the expected number of adaptation events (reassortment or mutation) that occur during a single avian influenza infection. However, if this is very small, then it can also be interpreted as the probability that adaptation occurs in any single avian influenza infection. Equation (2.1a) reveals, not surprisingly, that, in principle, the accumulation of beneficial mutations alone (represented by the parameter m i ) can be just as potent a factor in the emergence of pandemic strains as reassortment with human influenza viruses (represented by the product c i r i ). Both factors enter the composite parameter, a i , in the same way; therefore, which of these is most significant will depend on their relative magnitudes. The process of reassortment depends on the force of infection of human influenza, c i , as well as on the probability of reassortment into a pandemic strain once co-infection has occurred, r i . On the other hand, the process of adaptation via mutation is independent of the force of infection and depends only on the rate at which mutations conferring pandemic potential arise, m i . Thus, one interesting avenue of future empirical research would be to estimate the relative magnitude of c i r i versus m i for different avian influenza genotypes.
RESULTS
The model developed above can now be used to address the three questions posed in §1.
(a) What is the minimum annual number of avian influenza virus infections in humans required? To simplify matters, we will suppose that there is very little variation among avian influenza genotypes, and approximate the mean probability that a single cross-species transmission event results in pandemic emergence (i.e. p) by evaluating it at the average values of its composite parameters, i.e.
ð3:1Þ with aZð c rC mÞ L. However, it can be shown that variation in each of the parameters often tends to have opposing effects on the value of p; therefore, we might expect that this approximation holds under somewhat broader conditions (T. Day, J.-B. André and A. Park 2006, unpublished data) . In what follows, we will simplify the notation by dropping the over-bars on each of these parameters.
With approximation (3.1), equation (2.1a) involves five quantities: the probability of a pandemic, L, and the four parameters n, R 0 , P and a. Figure 1 presents the best available estimate of the annual probability of a pandemic, L, and our goal is to use this in equation (2.1a) to predict the minimum values of n and R 0 that would be required to yield this estimate (since together they determine the number of avian influenza infections in humans each year, via introductions and human-human transmission, respectively). Therefore, we need some estimate of the two remaining parameters, P and a.
Because we are seeking minimum estimates, we can set PZ1, as this will lead to an underestimate of the values of n and R 0 required. Furthermore, here we are interested solely in the process of reassortment in humans; therefore, we set mZ0. Finally, a rough point estimate for the product cL can be obtained from existing data (Ferguson et al. 2004 ; appendix A), leaving only the parameter, r. This is the probability that, given co-infection with human influenza, reassortment will occur between the avian and human influenza viruses and yield a strain with pandemic potential. Little is known about the value of r, but again, because we are seeking minimum estimates, we can make progress by exploring values of r with different orders of magnitude. The parameter r is almost certainly less than 1; therefore, we use the next two orders of magnitude, i.e. rZ0.1 and 0.01. In reality, r is probably still much smaller; therefore, our calculations will again result in an underestimate of n and R 0 . Figure 2 plots the range of values that R 0 and n must take in order to give rise to a probability of pandemic that lies within the 95% support interval LZ0.7-7.6%.
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Hundreds to thousands of avian influenza virus infections must occur in the human population each year if viral reassortment in humans is to explain the historical occurrence of pandemics. This number of infections is certainly within the realm of possibility, but it is also worth remembering that allowing for pandemic strains to arise via the accumulation of beneficial mutations (i.e. ms0) can greatly relax these requirements. It is well appreciated that adaptation via mutation and/or recombination is likely to occur during the emergence of pandemic strains (Horimoto & Kawaoka 2005 ), but such adaptation alone has recently been suggested as a potential cause of at least one past pandemic as well (Taubenberger et al. 2005 ; but see Antonovics et al. 2006; Gibbs & Gibbs 2006; Taubenberger et al. 2006) . Therefore, the significance of this additional route for the evolutionary emergence of pandemic strains should not be neglected.
Before proceeding further, it is worth noting that although there is considerable uncertainty involved in the parameter values used in figure 2, there are at least three reasons to believe that the above conclusions might be conservative. First, it was assumed that all individuals contracting both avian and human influenza have cells that are then co-infected with both, whereas some of these individuals will harbour the two viruses in different parts of their body (e.g. respiratory tract for human influenza versus superficial infections, such as conjunctivitis, for avian influenza), thereby precluding reassortment. Second, we assumed that once a pandemic-capable strain arises from reassortment within an individual, the infection that it causes in this index case is unaffected by the fact that this individual is also still co-infected with human and avian influenza. More realistically, such reassortants might often be hampered by cross-reaction with the immune response stimulated by the avian and human influenza viruses, thereby limiting their spread.
Third, we assumed that once a pandemic strain arising from reassortment makes it out of the index case, it goes on to cause a pandemic with probability one. Typically, however, there is a reasonable chance that it will instead go extinct purely through stochasticity. For example, recent estimates place the reproduction number of the 1918 pandemic strain at approximately 3 (Mills et al. 2004) , which gives a probability of loss through stochasticity of 0.33. Consequently, the overall probability of pandemic emergence would be reduced by a factor of approximately 2/3 (see equation (2.1b)).
(b) Cross-species introductions versus human-human transmission The above results provide an estimate for the minimum number of avian influenza virus infections that must occur in humans each year to explain the historical rate of pandemic occurrence. These infections can arise as a result of two different processes: repeated cross-species introductions of avian influenza into the human population (the parameter n in the model) and/or low levels of humanhuman transmission (the parameter R 0 in the model; Bridges et al. 2000 Bridges et al. , 2002 Ferguson et al. 2004; Ungchusak et al. 2005) . A natural question to ask then is, does it matter which of these routes gives rise to avian influenza infections in humans with respect to the probability of evolutionary emergence of pandemic influenza?
The simplest way to address this question is to suppose that there is a total of N avian influenza infections in humans in a given year, and to compare the probability of emergence in the case where all these infections result from separate cross-species introductions to that where they all result from a single cross-species introduction, followed by human-human transmission. If we use a i to denote the probability that any single infection with avian influenza genotype i results in the emergence of a pandemic strain from that individual (as opposed to p i , which is the probability of such a strain arising from that individual, or any of its 'descendant' infections), then a calculation analogous to that of equation (A 1) (see appendix A) gives the probability of emergence for each scenario as
ð3:2aÞ and
where over-bars denote an expectation taken over all avian influenza genotypes. Equations (3.2a) and (3.2b) differ only in how the expectation is taken and, as a result, Jensen's inequality implies that (3.2a) is larger than (3.2b). This indicates that the probability of emergence is largest for the case where the infections arise from separate introductions. For example, if there are two avian influenza genotypes, with r 1 Z0.01, r 2 Z0.99, a 1 Z0.01 and a 2 Z0, and if NZ500, then the probability of emergence via separate introductions is nearly five times larger than that from human-human transmission (L introductions z4.9% versus Figure 2 . Shaded areas are combinations of n and R 0 required to generate a pandemic probability via reassortment in humans that falls within the 95% support interval presented in figure 1. Shades correspond to attack rates of human influenza (i.e. probability of an individual acquiring human influenza per year) and thus to different rates of co-infection, c. Results assume that rZ0.01; if rZ0.1 is assumed instead, the values on the horizontal axis simply need to be divided by 10.
L transmission z1%). If we view each infection as a trial in which emergence can occur, multiple introductions result in the trials being conducted with potentially new avian influenza virus genotypes each time, whereas humanhuman transmission results in the trials being conducted with the same avian influenza genotype repeatedly. As a result, the latter is less likely to yield the evolutionary emergence of a pandemic strain whenever there is significant epidemiological variability among genotypes of avian influenza.
(c) Effect of different public health interventions Several recent mathematical analyses have focused on evaluating different potential interventions for controlling a pandemic once a pandemic strain has appeared (Ferguson et al. 2005; Longini et al. 2005) , but relatively few studies have examined how such interventions might affect the initial evolutionary emergence of such strains in the first place. We now use the above probabilistic analyses to evaluate how different types of public health interventions affect the probability of evolutionary emergence ( Any intervention is likely to affect more than one parameter of the model, but one can draw some rough correspondences (table 1) , and then calculate the elasticity of the pandemic probability, L, to changes in each parameter (table 1) .
Regardless of both the mode by which pandemic strains arise (i.e. mutation versus reassortment) and the parameter values of the model, interventions that affect the duration of avian influenza virus infections in humans are predicted to provide the best overall reduction in the probability of a pandemic ( figure 3; table 1 ). Interventions that reduce transmissibility of avian influenza among humans can also have a substantial effect, but only when the avian influenza reproduction number in humans is relatively large. Otherwise, this intervention has the smallest influence (figure 3). Finally, reductions in the number of cross-species introductions per year, or in the likelihood of a pandemic occurring once a pandemiccapable strain has arisen, tend to have intermediate effects ( figure 3; table 1 ).
DISCUSSION
The first conclusion that can be drawn from the above probabilistic analyses is that, in the absence of extremely high rates of reassortment, a high level of avian influenza Table 1 . Elasticity of pandemic probability to changes in each of the parameters (i.e. the percentage by which the pandemic probability decreases with a small percentage change in each parameter) listed in order of magnitude (figure 3). (The calculation is simplified by first supposing that both the rate of co-infection, c, and the rate of beneficial mutations arising, m, are small. In this case, if we ignore genotypic variation among avian influenza strains, we can use equation (2. 
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virus infection in humans is required every year for the past 250 years, if reassortment in humans has been the primary cause of past influenza pandemics. Although such levels have not been documented, it is nevertheless possible that such extensive infection occurs every year if the majority of these infections are indistinguishable from human influenza infections, or if they are asymptomatic. From the standpoint of the above calculations, the only requirement is that these avian influenza infections occur within tissues of the human body that are also typically infected by human influenza. Specifically, they would probably have to be respiratory avian influenza infections as opposed to superficial infections like conjunctivitis. If such high levels of avian influenza infection have not occurred in humans, then the only way for reassortment in humans to explain the past frequency of pandemics is if r, the probability of reassortment into a pandemic strain with a large reproductive number, is very high. Specifically, values of r of the order of 50-100% would be required. Although this seems unrealistically high, there is not yet sufficient data available to rule out this possibility. In any event, taken together, the above two requirements suggest another two very fruitful avenues for future empirical investigation: estimating the yearly level of avian influenza virus infection in humans (e.g. via serological studies; Meijer et al. 2006) , and estimating r (e.g. via experimental co-infection studies in model organisms). With such estimates, equation (2.1a), along with the estimate of figure 1, can then be used to develop more precise conclusions about the importance of reassortment in humans.
The probabilistic analyses used here also show that adaptation via mutation can be a powerful additional factor that increases the likelihood of evolutionary emergence of strains with pandemic potential. It is well appreciated that adaptation via the accumulation of beneficial mutations is likely to occur during the emergence of pandemic influenza, as natural selection 'fine tunes' a newly emerging influenza virus to humans (Horimoto & Kawaoka 2005) . Recently, however, empirical evidence has suggested that even such adaptation might have been sufficient to cause the 1918 influenza pandemic (Taubenberger et al. 2005) . Although this conclusion has been called into question (Antonovics et al. 2006; Gibbs & Gibbs 2006; Taubenberger et al. 2006) , the above analyses lend theoretical support to this idea and raise the possibility that this mode of pandemic emergence might have played a significant role in other pandemics throughout history as well.
Although there are some reasons to believe that the conclusions drawn above about the level of avian influenza infection in humans are conservative, our analysis employs the questionable assumption that the probability of a pandemic has been constant throughout history. More realistically, the probability of a pandemic probably varies from year to year, and perhaps has also changed systematically over time (Webby & Webster 2003; Lipatov et al. 2004) . Unfortunately, very little data are available to conduct any meaningful analysis of this question. Furthermore, it is not even qualitatively clear from the anecdotal evidence whether the probability of emergence has increased recently (e.g. owing to large-scale poultry farms) or whether it has decreased (e.g. because people are now less apt to live in close quarters with poultry).
Consequently, the results presented here are best viewed as historical averages.
Regardless of whether reassortment or mutation generates a pandemic strain, it is also interesting to speculate on how we might expect the initial emerging pandemic strain to have adapted to humans. Given that this new strain initially arises in a human host who also contains the original avian influenza virus, two different modes of adaptation might be expected depending on the characteristics of original avian influenza infection. For example, if avian influenza viruses tend to induce very mild infections in humans, then pandemic-capable strains that emerge might gain their advantage through either an evolved increase in transmissibility or an increase in infection duration (e.g. through immune evasion). On the other hand, if avian influenza viruses tend to induce high levels of mortality in humans (e.g. H5N1), then we might expect emerging strains to have evolved largely by having a higher transmissibility. Increased infection duration would be of no initial selective advantage in this case because it would be the co-infecting avian influenza virus that determines the lifespan of the initial infection.
In addition to evaluating hypotheses for the evolutionary emergence of pandemic influenza, we have also used probabilistic analyses to determine the types of avian influenza virus outbreaks in humans that are most likely to result in the evolution of a strain with pandemic potential. Results show that multiple introductions of avian influenza viruses into humans each year result in a greater likelihood of evolutionary emergence than very few introductions coupled with low levels of human-human transmission. Multiple introductions result in a greater sampling of avian influenza virus genotypes from the avian source population, and this thereby increases the odds of a genotype that yields a highly transmissible strain upon reassortment being introduced into the human population.
However, these results do not imply that humanhuman transmission of avian influenza is less worrisome than multiple introductions. Indeed, outbreaks of avian influenza stemming from human-human transmission might indicate that a pandemic strain has already evolved and is spreading. Rather, our results reveal that, during the initial process of the evolution of such a strain, if avian influenza outbreaks in humans tend to arise from multiple introductions as opposed to few introductions coupled with human-human transmission, then the likelihood of such evolution occurring is expected to be higher.
Finally, the probabilistic analyses used in this paper reveal that public health interventions affecting the duration of avian influenza virus infections in humans tend to provide the best overall reduction in the probability of a pandemic, regardless of whether pandemics arise from reassortment or from adaptation via mutation. Such changes impart three benefits: they reduce the total number of infections in humans; they reduce the likelihood of co-infection by reducing the duration of avian influenza virus infections; and they reduce the time during which beneficial mutations might arise. It is also possible, however, that if the reproduction number of avian influenza in humans is relatively large, then interventions that reduce the transmission rate are also very effective (figure 3).
Taken together, these results suggest that interventions such as therapeutic antiviral medication are expected to be one of the best options for reducing the likelihood that a pandemic influenza strain will evolve. Such interventions will reduce both the duration of avian influenza infections in humans and the transmission rate. Furthermore, given that therapeutic antiviral medication is likely to be a powerful tool for controlling the spread of pandemic influenza once it has evolved (Ferguson et al. 2003 (Ferguson et al. , 2005 Longini et al. 2005) , this suggests that such antivirals might provide a very significant, double benefit: one being evolutionary, and the other being epidemiological. However, it should also be noted that applying such treatment to high-risk groups as a prophylaxis might also be a valuable approach, since the benefits of antiviral therapy will be best realized if the lag between the start of infection and the use of antivirals is as small as possible. All these assume, of course, that such antiviral drugs can produce a significant reduction in the duration of avian influenza virus infection in humans.
Throughout our analysis we have focused on a subset of potential processes that might be involved in the evolutionary emergence of pandemic influenza (reassortment and/or mutational changes during infection in humans). Another possibility, however, is that reassortment is the primary engine of influenza pandemics, but that it occurs in a third host species, such as swine. Although we have not examined this hypothesis explicitly, our analysis, nevertheless, sheds some light on this possibility.
The process of reassortment in swine is conceptually identical to that of reassortment in humans, except for two factors. First, any newly reassorted strain in pigs must make its way back in to humans before it can cause a pandemic, and this extra step in the process reduces the likelihood of emergence as compared with reassortment in humans. On the other hand, because each of the events leading to reassortment (e.g. co-infection, transmission among hosts, etc.) might occur more readily in pigs than it does in humans (e.g. pigs can more readily be infected with both avian and human influenza; Beare & Webster 1991) , this can increase the probability of emergence. Unfortunately, because these two factors counteract one another, it is not possible to determine whether the pandemic probability via reassortment in pigs is expected to be larger or smaller than that from reassortment in humans. In any case, however, if reassortment in pigs is a primary source of pandemic strains, then our analysis does suggest that very high levels of avian influenza infection in swine are then expected (just as it is in humans).
Finally, it should also be noted that our analyses of reassortment assume that the compounding of events giving rise to the evolutionary emergence of a pandemic strain occurs within a single year. Alternatively, the evolutionary steps involved might build upon one another over a series of years. For example, a foreign influenza virus lineage (e.g. avian) might become permanently established in swine in one year, and then circulate for several years in a self-sustaining way (as has been documented; Olsen 2002) . Co-infection and reassortment could then occur in some later year (Peiris et al. 2001) . It is more difficult to model this scenario precisely because the probability of a pandemic is then no longer constant from year to year. Nevertheless, this is yet another possibility. APPENDIX A Consider that a single human is infected with an avian influenza virus of genotype i, and use p i to denote the probability that this ultimately leads to a pandemiccapable strain emerging and causing a pandemic. This probability includes the possibility that the initially infected individual itself gives rise to a pandemic-capable strain, as well as the possibility that any of the 'descendant' infections generated by this initially infected individual gives rise to a pandemic-capable strain.
We suppose that there are s genotypes of avian influenza, and that the number of cross-species transmission events occurring in any given year is a random variable, N. The probability of a pandemic occurring in any given year is then
where P(NZn) is the probability density of N; r i is the frequency of avian influenza genotype i in the bird population; and k 1 , k 2 , . , k s denote the (random) number of introduction of each genotype (with k 1 Ck 2 C / Ck s Zn).
The factor ð1Kp 1 Þ k 1 ð1Kp 2 Þ k 2 /ð1Kp s Þ k s is the probability that all n introduced avian influenza virus strains fail to generate a pandemic, while ðn!=ðk 1 !k 2 ! /k s !ÞÞr
is the (multinomial) probability that, if a total of n strains are introduced, k 1 will be of genotype 1, k 2 will be of genotype 2, etc. Equation (A 1a) can be simplified using the multinomial theorem to obtain
where pZ r 1 p 1 C r 2 p 2 C/C r s p s is the probability of an avian influenza strain giving rise to a pandemic in humans, averaged over all avian influenza genotypes. Cross-species transmission is a relatively rare event; therefore, the probability density P(NZn) is taken to be a Poisson distribution (i.e. PðN Z nÞZ ðe K n n n =n!Þ, where n is the mean number of events per year). In this case, (A 1b) simplifies to
Finally, under the assumption that n p is not too large, (A 1c) can be approximated as
is an excellent approximation whenever n p is not greater than approximately 0.1, which is always the case for realistic parameter values.
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To complete the analysis, p i must be calculated for each avian influenza genotype. We use a continuoustime, two-type branching process with constant rates ( Jagers 1975; Antia et al. 2003; André & Day 2005) . In reality, the rates in question (see below) will probably vary during the course of an infection, but too little data are currently available to warrant using such a complex model. The two 'types' of entities modelled are: (i) humans infected with an avian influenza virus and (ii) humans infected with a strain that is either a reassortment of an avian and a human influenza virus (and thus has pandemic potential) or a strain that has a new mutation conferring it with the ability to cause a pandemic. Here, we define the following (specific to an avian influenza virus of genotype i ):
-b i : 'birth' rate of new avian influenza infections in humans by an avian influenza infection in humans; -d i : death plus recovery rate of an avian influenza infection in a human; -R 0,i : reproduction number in human population of an avian influenza virus, R 0,i Zb i /d i . This represents the average number of new avian influenza virus infections (in humans) that are produced via human-human transmission by a single avian influenza virus infection in humans (i.e. the actual number of transmission events produced by any given infection is a random variable with mean R 0,i ). R 0,i is less than 1 and might even be zero because avian influenza viruses are not adapted to humans; -c i : rate of co-infection of cells of an individual that is infected with an avian influenza virus by human influenza. This depends on the force of infection of human influenza; -r i : probability of reassortment occurring, given that an individual is co-infected with a human and an avian influenza virus. For any avian influenza virus genotype, there are many different possible reassortant viruses depending upon the combination of gene segments that are combined, but we assume that the most transmissible combination is always produced, given that reassortment occurs and that this combination has pandemic potential; -L i : average duration of an avian influenza infection in humans, L i Z1/d i ; -R Ã i : reproduction number in human population of a virus that is a reassortment of a human influenza virus and an avian influenza virus of genotype i; -P i : probability that if a reassortant virus with reproduction number R Ã i arises within a human, it results in a pandemic (as opposed to dying out by chance). P i Z 1K1=R 
which then yields equation (2.1a). Parameter estimates. An estimate for the probability of a secondary infection with human influenza, cL, can be derived as follows (Ferguson et al. 2004) . Assume that the attack rate of human influenza is 1/5-1/10, and that the typical influenza season lasts 12 weeks or 84 days. This implies that any given individual has a probability of approximately 1/(5!84)K1/(10!84) of being infected with human influenza each day during the influenza season. If we suppose that only 1 day during an avian infection in humans is open to the possibility of co-infection with human influenza (Ferguson et al. 2004) , then these are also estimates of the probabilities of co-infection, cL. Thus, we have cLZ0.0012-0.0024. These calculations assume that the rate of co-infection is constant during the influenza season, but more generally the value of cL can be thought of as a yearly average probability of co-infection.
